Propranolol increases the complexity of heart rate fluctuations--a mode of antiarrhythmic action?
To study the beta-blocking effect of propranolol on heart rate and arterial blood pressure fluctuations in healthy subjects using linear methods and a set of nonlinear models. In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study, healthy young adults received a 40 mg oral dose of propranolol (n = 12) or placebo (n = 12). The effects of propranolol and placebo were assessed using time series of the RR interval (RRI) and systolic arterial blood pressure (SAP) obtained from continuous ECG and blood pressure signal recordings. Heart rate and systolic arterial blood pressure fluctuations were analyzed using nonlinear and linear methods of time series statistics. Propranolol significantly increased the complexity of heart rate fluctuations in terms of symbol dynamic (SymDyn) entropy and symbol dynamic percentage of forbidden words. Propranolol augmented cross entropy between RRI and SAP and increased fractal dimension of RRI. beta-blockade also affected linear measures of RRI fluctuations by increasing parasympathetic, respiration-related high-frequency (HF) variability and arterial baroreflex-related low-frequency (LF) variability. Propranolol administration, however, had no effect on the complexity of SAP fluctuations assessed using nonlinear time series statistics. beta-blockade by propranolol has a differential effect on RRI and SAP fluctuations in healthy subjects. Propranolol increases the complexity of RRI fluctuations. The effect is associated with the cardiac vagotonic drug action of propranolol. SAP fluctuations are almost unchanged. The increased complexity of RRI fluctuations may be a beneficial feature of beta-blockade, since many cardiovascular diseases decrease the complexity of RRI time series by dampening cardiovascular reflex actions.